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Abstract
The advent of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) has rapidly transformed the treatment paradigm for
multiple cancer types, including thoracic malignancies. In advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC),
ICIs have shifted treatment paradigm and improved overall survival reaching almost one-third of patients
alive at 5 years. ICIs therapies have also modified the therapeutic strategy in first-line setting in metastatic
small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) patients as well as in malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) improving
the overall survival compared with standard treatment. This phenomenon is of huge relevance as both
SCLC and MPM were considered orphan diseases without any significant improvement in the therapeutic
strategy in the first-line setting during the last 15 years. In this review, we aim to review the efficacy of ICI
in thoracic malignancies either in monotherapy or in combination, according to predictive biomarkers, and
to the US Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency approvals of treatment
strategies. We address the efficacy of these agents, especially in NSCLC according to PD-L1 expression
and histologic subtype.

Introduction
The advent of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) has rapidly transformed the treatment paradigm for
multiple cancer types, including thoracic malignancies. Over the last decade, starting from the initial
approval of cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen 4 (CTLA-4) inhibitors in metastatic melanoma in 2011,
programmed death (ligand) 1 (PD-(L)1) inhibitors are now a routine part of treatment for more than 20
different indications. In advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients this shift in the treatment
paradigm has mainly been driven in part by long term overall survival benefit and durable responses with
these drugs, which occurred regardless of the treatment line status and also in PD-L1 unselected NSCLC
patients [1–3]. ICI strategy have also modified the therapeutic strategy in first-line setting in metastatic
small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) patients [4–6], being the new standard of care worldwide, although the
magnitude of benefit does not mirror the one reported in NSCLC. Likewise, ICIs have also being tested in
malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) [7] and thymic epithelial tumours (TET) with promising
activity [8]. Here we aim to review the efficacy of ICI in thoracic malignancies either in monotherapy or in
combination, according to predictive biomarkers, and to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and
the European Medicines Agency (EMA) approvals of treatment strategies. A special focus on the immune
context of “rare” thoracic tumours (SCLC, MPM and TET) will be also provided, in order to discuss the
space for immunotherapy in these diseases.
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Non-small cell lung cancer
Dealing with biomarkers in advanced NSCLC: PD-L1
Better predictors for response to immunotherapy are critical for its optimal use, and different predictive
biomarkers have been tested. The two most explored predictive biomarkers are PD-L1 expression and
tumour mutational burden (TMB). In NSCLC, PD-L1 expression has been associated with greatly
improved overall survival under ICI [2, 9, 10]. Indeed, the survival benefit with ICI seems higher as higher
is the PD-L1 expression [11]. However, as different immunohistochemistry (IHC) assays exist for assessing
PD-L1 expression, reporting discordant results in some clinical situations, the Blueprint phase 2 PD-L1
IHC Assay Comparison Project was launched to provide information on the analytical and clinical
comparability of four PD-L1 IHC assays used in clinical trials. The study revealed that three out of the five
IHC assays for assessing PD-L1 expression were closely aligned on tumour cell staining (22C3, 28–8, and
SP263 assays), whereas the SP142 assay exhibited fewer stained tumour cells overall, and higher
sensitivity with the 73–10 assay to detect PD-L1 expression on thymic carcinomas [12]. Of note PD-L1
expression in immune cells has also been correlated with ICI efficacy [13]. However, PD-L1 is not the
optimal or perfect predictive biomarker as unfortunately there is still a subset of patients who do not
benefit of ICI despite having tumours with high PD-L1 expression. Furthermore, it has been observed that
patients with PD-L1 negative tumours can also get benefit of ICI strategy. Finally, PD-L1 varies
substantially across different anatomical sites and changes during the clinical course [14]. Despite these
limitations, PD-L1 remains the only predictive biomarker available in clinical practice thus far, and PD-L1
testing is required for immunotherapy selection.

PD-L1 and first-line treatment with ICI in NSCLC
Currently, according to several phase III clinical trials, in advanced NSCLC patients without druggable
genomic alterations (namely epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations and anaplastic
lymphoma kinase (ALK) rearrangements), upfront treatment with ICI is the new standard of care. All these
trials have reported overall survival benefit with ICIs compared with platinum-based chemotherapy (table 1).
This survival benefit occurred:
1) in trials testing ICIs as monotherapy in selected patients whose tumours expressed PD-L1

(KEYNOTE-024 [15], KEYNOTE-042 [16]); IMPOWER 110 [17] and EMPOWER-Lung 1 [18]);
2) in trials enrolling unselected patients and testing ICIs in combination with

- other ICIs, such as anti-CTLA4 agents (CheckMate 227 [19, 20], testing nivolumab plus ipilimumab)
- chemotherapy, in non-squamous (KEYNOTE-189 [21], IMpower130 [22], IMpower150 [23, 24],
ORIENT-11 [25]) and in squamous histologies (KEYNOTE-407 [26], ORIENT-12 [27])
- other ICIs and chemotherapy (CheckMate 9LA [28], testing nivolumab and ipilimumab plus 2 cycles
of platinum-based chemotherapy according histologic subtype).

Some of these strategies have already been approved by either European or US health authorities, the EMA
and the FDA respectively (table 1). However, there are negative trials with ICI in first-line setting, even in
selected patients, such as the phase III CheckMate 026 trial [29], IMpower132 [30], IMpower131 [31], and
the MYSTIC trial [32]. In the CheckMate 026 trial, nivolumab improved neither progression free survival
(PFS) nor overall survival, compared with chemotherapy in advanced NSCLC with PD-L1⩾5% [29]. The
IMpower132 [30] only improved the PFS but not the co-primary overall survival endpoint. Similarly, the
MYSTIC trial did not meet its primary end points of improved overall survival with durvalumab
versus chemotherapy or improved overall survival or PFS with durvalumab plus tremelimumab versus
chemotherapy in patients with ⩾25% of tumour cells expressing PD-L1 [32].

PD-L1 and clinical trials with chemotherapy-sparing strategies in NSCLC
Four clinical trials support PD-L1 testing as an optimal biomarker for selecting patients that may benefit of
ICI as monotherapy in first-line setting. In the KEYNOTE-024 trial, a substantial survival benefit with
first-line pembrolizumab compared with chemotherapy was shown in tumours with a PD-L1
threshold⩾50%, with a 5-year overall survival of 32% with pembrolizumab versus 16% with
chemotherapy, leading approval by both the EMA and the FDA [15, 33]. Likewise, the KEYNOTE-042
[16] trial reported survival benefit with pembrolizumab compared with chemotherapy in PD-L1 ⩾1%
tumours. However, an exploratory analysis reported that the survival benefit was mostly generated by the
subgroup of patients with high PD-L1 expression (⩾50%), with no survival benefit with pembrolizumab
monotherapy compared with chemotherapy in tumours with PD-L1 expression 1–49% (13.4 months
versus. 12.1 months; HR 0.91, 95% CI: 0.77–1.09). The IMpower110 trial [34] did not report survival
benefit with atezolizumab compared with chemotherapy in the whole population (tumours with
PD-L1⩾1%); however, in the subgroup analysis reported a significant survival improvement with
atezolizumab only limited to the subgroup of tumours with high PD-L1-expression. Finally, the
EMPOWER-lung 1 trial reported a survival benefit with cemiplimab (anti-PD1) compared with
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chemotherapy in tumours with PD-L1 expression⩾50% [18] (table 1). According to all these data, in
first-line setting, the EMA approved pembrolizumab in high PD-L1 expression tumours, whereas the FDA
approved pembrolizumab in PD-L1⩾1% tumours and atezolizumab in high PD-L1 expression tumours.
Likewise, the combination of ICIs has reported survival improvement compared with first-line
chemotherapy. In the CheckMate 227, part 1 trial [19, 20], the combination of nivolumab plus ipilimumab
achieved the primary endpoint reporting a survival benefit in PD-L1 positive tumours, with a 3-year OS of
33% with nivolumab plus ipilimumab and 22% with chemotherapy. In an exploratory analysis, the survival
benefit occurred for both PD-L1⩾1% (HR 0.76, 95% CI 0.67–0.93) and in PD-L1<1% (HR 0.64, 95% CI
0.51–0.81) populations [19]. However, in the PD-L1⩾1% population the survival benefit seems mainly
driven again by tumours with high PD-L1 expression (HR 0.70, 95% CI: 0.55–0.90 in PD-L1⩾50%,
whereas, HR 0.94, 95% CI: 0.73–1.12 in PD-L1 1–49%). Despite these limitations, the FDA approved this
combination in May 2020 (table 1). Based on this data, the FDA approved nivolumab plus ipilimumab in
first-line setting in PD-L1⩾1% tumours. Of note, an exploratory landmark analysis from the CheckMate
227 trial reported that among patients with PD-L1⩾1%, 70% of responders at 6 months in the nivolumab
plus ipilimumab arm were alive 3 years later compared with 29% in the chemotherapy arm, whereas, there
were no differences in patients achieving stable disease (39% and 34%, respectively), reinforcing that
achieving a response on ICI is a marker for prolonged OS.

Altogether, these results suggest that ICI is an appropriate strategy for tumours highly dependent of immune
pathway, with a grade⩾3 adverse events rate ranging from 17% to 30%, as well as discontinuation rate of
∼12%. However, when we analyse the overall survival benefit, we must take into account other parameters
such as the rate of subsequent immunotherapy strategies in the control arm at the time of progression.
Although, this rate was ∼70% in the CheckMate 227 [19], KEYNOTE 024 [35] and EMPOWER-Lung 1 [18]

TABLE 1 Overall survival (OS) according to PD-L1 expression, grade 3 adverse events and treatment discontinuations in trials evaluating immune
checkpoint inhibitors in non-small cell lung cancer

Trial Schedule n OS months
HR (95% CI)

PD-L1 <1%
HR (95% CI)

PD-L1 1–49%
HR (95% CI)

PD-L1 ⩾50%
HR (95% CI)

Grade ⩾3
AE (%)

Discontinuations
(%)

CheckMate 026 [29] N versus CT (PD-L1⩾5%) 423 14.4 versus 13.2
1.02 (0.80–1.30)

Not tested 1.07
(0.77–1.49)

18% versus
51%

CheckMate 227 [19,
20]#,¶

N+I versus CT, Part 1 (All
comers)

1166 17.1 versus 14.9§

0.76 (0.67–0.93)
0.64

(0.51–0.81)ƒ
0.94

(0.73–1.12)ƒ
0.70

(0.55–0.90)ƒ
33% versus

36%
12% versus 5%

KEYNOTE 024
[35]#,¶

P versus CT
(PD-L1⩾50%)

305 26.3 versus 14.2
0.65 (0.50–0.86)

Not tested Not tested 0.65
(0.50–0.86)

31% versus
53%

14% versus 11%

KEYNOTE 042
[16]#,¶

P versus CT (PD-L1⩾1%) 1274 16.4 versus 12.1§

0.82 (0.71–0.93)
Not tested 0.91

(0.77–1.09)ƒ
0.70

(0.58–0.86)
18% versus

41%
10% versus 10%

IMpower 110 [17]# A versus CT (PD-L1⩾1%) 572 17.5 versus 14.1
0.83 (0.65–1.07)

Not tested 0.83
(0.65–1.07)

0.59
(0.40–0.89)

17% versus
48%

6% versus 16%

EMPOWER-lung 1
[18]

C versus CT
(PD-L1⩾50%)

563 NR versus 14.2
0.57 (0.42–0.77)

Not tested Not tested 0.57
(0.42–0.77)

37% versus
49%

4.2% versus 2.3%

CheckMate-9LA
[28]#,¶

N+I+CT versus CT (All
comers)

719 15.6 versus 10.9
0.66 (0.55–0.80)

0.62
(0.45–0.85)

0.61
(0.44–0.84)

0.66
(0.44–0.99)

47% versus
38%

19% versus 7%

CCTG BR.34
[40]

D+T+CT versus D+T (All
comers)

301 16.6 versus 14.4
0.88 (0.67–1.16)

0.61
(0.40–0.92)

Not reported 0.61
(0.32–1.19)

82% versus
14%

23% versus 14%

KEYNOTE 189
[21]#,¶

P+CT versus CT, No-Sq.
(All comers)

616 22.0 versus 10.6
0.56 (0.46–0.69)

0.51
(0.36–0.71)

0.66
(0.46–0.96)

0.59
(0.40–0.86)

72% versus
67%

36% versus 17%

KEYNOTE 407
[26]#,¶

P+CT versus CT, Sq. (All
comers)

558 17.1 versus 11.6
0.71 (0.58–0.88)

0.79
(0.56‒1.11)ƒ

0.59
(0.42‒0.84)ƒ

0.79
(0.52‒1.21)ƒ

74% versus
70%

27% versus 13%

IMpower 131 [31] A+CT versus CT, Sq. (All
comers)

1021 14.2 versus 13.5
0.88 (0.73–1.05)

0.87
(0.67–1.13)

1.08
(0.81–1.45)

0.48
(0.29‒0.81)

∼75%
versus 70%

∼30% versus 17%

IMpower 130 [22]#,¶ A+CT versus CT, No-Sq.
(All comers)

724 18.6 versus 13.9
0.79 (0.64–0.98)

0.81
(0.61–1.08)ƒ

0.70
(0.45–1.08)ƒ

0.84
(0.51–1.39)ƒ

75% versus
61%

26% versus 22%

IMpower 150 [23,
24]#,¶

ABCP versus BCP, No-Sq.
(All comers)+

696 19.2 versus 14.7
0.78 (0.69–0.96)

0.82
(0.62–1.08)ƒ

0.80
(0.55–1.15)ƒ

0.70
(0.43–1.13)ƒ

60% versus
51%

34% versus 25%

IMpower 132 [30] A+CT versus CT, No-Sq.
(All comers)

578 17.5 versus 13.6
0.86 (0.71–1.06)

Not reported Not reported Not reported

ORIENT-11
[25]

S+CT versus CT No-Sq.
(All comers). Asian

397 NR versus NR
0.61 (0.40–0.93)

Not reported Not reported Not reported 62% versus
59%

6% versus8.4%

ORIENT-12 [27] S+CG versus CG Sq. (All
comers). Asian

357 NR versus NR
0.57 (0.35–0.91)

Not reported Not reported Not reported 87% versus
83%

10% versus8%

N: Nivolumab; I: Ipilimumab; P: Pembrolizumab; A: Atezolizumab; B: Bevacizumab; C: Cemiplimab; D: Durvalumab; S: Sintilimab; T: Tremelimumab;
CP: carboplatin and paclitaxel; CT: chemotherapy; CG: Cisplatin/Carboplatin and Gemcitabine; AE: adverse events; NR: not reached; Sq: Squamous.
#: European Medicines Agency approval; ¶: US Food and Drug Administration approval; +: Table only includes data from arm B versus C of
IMpower150 trial (wild-type, intention to treat); §: OS in PD-L1 ⩾1%; ƒ: exploratory analysis.
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trials, it was only of 29% in the IMpower110 trial [34], whereas crossover was not allowed in the
KEYNOTE 042 trial, with only 20% of patients receiving ICI at progression in the control arm [36].
Indeed, only in pembrolizumab trials the efficacy of the drug according to PD-L1 strata was a primary
endpoint [16, 35], whereas it was exploratory in the CheckMate227 trial [20]. Although ICI as monotherapy
or in combination with other ICI seems appropriate for tumours with high PD-L1 expression, the benefit
with these strategies in tumours with intermediate PD-L1 expression seems more limited.

PD-L1 and chemo-immunotherapy combinations in NSCLC
In clinical trials that assess the role of upfront ICI in patients with PD-L1 expression⩾1% [16, 17, 19] exist
a phenomena where the survival curves cross at the beginning of the ICI treatment. This could suggest that
a proportion of patients do not derive benefit of ICI therapy regardless of being selected for a potential
predictive biomarker such as PD-L1 expression. With the aim to overcome this situation, and to take
advantage of the synergic activity of cytotoxic and immunotherapy agents, different clinical trials have
assessed the role of the combination of ICI plus chemotherapy (table 1). Recently it has been reported that
risk of hyperprogressive disease occur in up to 16% of PD-L1⩾50% NSCLC tumours treated with upfront
pembrolizumab, but it is uncommon (∼6%) in patients treated with chemo-immunotherapy strategy [37].

In non-squamous histology, the KEYNOTE-189 reported survival benefit in all PD-L1 strata (table 1) [21],
whereas the IMpower150 trial [23, 24] reported a survival benefit with the combination of atezolizumab
and bevacizumab plus chemotherapy compared with chemotherapy plus bevacizumab, including patients
with liver metastases and with oncogenic addicted tumours (EGFR or ALK-positive). Although the
IMpower130 trial [22] reported survival benefit with atezolizumab plus chemotherapy compared with
chemotherapy alone, the benefit was only restricted to wild-type population and patients without liver
metastases, suggesting a potential role of adding bevacizumab in these subsets of patients. However, a
retrospective and exploratory analysis from KEYNOTE-189 trial suggested that pembrolizumab and
chemotherapy is an optimal strategy even in patients with liver metastases [38]. Finally, in the phase 3
ORIENT-11 trial enrolling Asian non-squamous advanced NSCLC patients, the combination of sintilimab
(an anti-PD1) and platinum pemetrexed improved the response rate, PFS in all PD-L1 strata and overall
survival compared with chemotherapy alone [25].

Despite these clinically meaningful results, others trials have not reported survival improvement with the
combination of ICI plus chemotherapy such as the IMpower132 [30] or the IMpower131 in squamous
histology [31] (table 1). Likewise, the CheckMate 227 part 2 trial did not meet the primary endpoint of
survival benefit with the combination of nivolumab plus chemotherapy compared with chemotherapy in
non-squamous histology (18.8 months versus. 15.6 months, HR 0.86, 95% CI: 0.69–1.08; p=0.1859),
although in the exploratory analysis a survival benefit was observed with the combination in PD-L1 ⩾50%
(HR 0.56) [39].

Other clinical trials have explored the combination of ICI plus chemotherapy such as the CheckMate 9LA
trial [28] that added two cycles of platinum-based chemotherapy at the beginning of the combination of
nivolumab and ipilimumab in advanced NSCLC patients not selected for PD-L1 status. With a median
follow-up of 13 months, the trial achieved the survival primary endpoint with the experimental arm, and
this benefit occurred regardless of PD-L1 status (table 1) or histology subtype (HR 0.69, 95% CI: 0.55–
0.87 in non-squamous, and HR 0.62, 95%CI 0.45–0.86 in squamous histology). Despite this intensive
treatment, the incidence of grade ⩾3 adverse events were similar between experimental and control arm
(47% versus. 38%), with slightly higher discontinuation rate in the experimental arm (16% versus. 5%).
The FDA and the EMA approved this strategy in first-line setting in May 2020 and September 2020,
respectively. As contrary, the CCTG BR.34 trial did not report survival advantage with durvalumab plus
tremelimumab and computed tomography (according to histologic subtype) compared with durvalumab
and tremelimumab alone [40]. In contrast, a recent press release reported that the ongoing phase III
POSEIDON trial (NCT03164616) evaluating durvalumab plus chemotherapy with or without
tremelimumab or chemotherapy alone in unselected NSCLC patients achieved the co-primary PFS
endpoint according to independent review, with overall survival data expected by April 2021. This trial
may endorse the role of four-drug combination in the first-line setting.

One of the major clinical questions is the optimal treatment strategy in tumours with high PD-L1
expression, monotherapy or combination, as hazard ratio for overall survival in this subgroup of tumours is
similar regardless the treatment strategy (table 1). However, differences exist between trials, as the
follow-up is longer and crossover is higher in the KEYNOTE-024 trial [33] (5-years and 66%) than in
KEYNOTE-189 trial (19 months and 55%) [41] or CheckMate 9LA trial [28] (12.7 months and 34%).
Likewise, despite similar efficacy, the toxicity profile is higher with combination strategies, and the
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economic impact probably is not the same. Some clinical parameters may help to make treatment decisions
about the most suitable strategy in high PD-L1 expression tumours. Although, some studies did not report
association between the radiographic tumour burden and efficacy of ICI in NSCLC [42], others did [43–45],
and may suggest that in case of high tumour burden, ICI might need a chemotherapy boost regardless of
high PD-L1 expression. The EA5163/S1709 phase III INSIGNA trial assesses whether induction with
pembrolizumab is superior to pemetrexed and platinum plus pembrolizumab in advanced non-squamous
lung cancer patients. The trial will stratify according to PD-L1 expression (⩾50% versus. 1–49%) and may
help to elucidate the best strategy according to PD-L1 expression.

Focus on immunotherapy in PD-L1 negative NSCLC and squamous histology
Approximately one-third of NSCLC do not express PD-L1, but even in this subgroup, ICI combinations
may improve survival (table 1) such as in the KEYNOTE 189 [21], CheckMate 9-LA [28] and the
CheckMate 227 trial [19]. These data may suggest that the addition of anti-CTLA4 may enhance the
immunogenicity of PD-L1 negative tumours, and a short course of chemotherapy along with ICI would be
enough for obtaining the same survival benefit with a better toxicity profile than chemotherapy plus ICI [46].
Whether the chemotherapy is necessary in this subgroup remains to be elucidated, as the survival benefit in
the CheckMate 227 trial in PD-L1 negative tumours was just an exploratory analysis. However, it is of
relevance that one-third of patients treated with nivolumab plus ipilimumab in the CheckMate 227 trial are
alive at three years regardless of PD-L1 status (<1% or⩾1%) [19]. However, nivolumab plus ipilimumab is
just approved by the FDA in PD-L1 ⩾1% tumours.

Finally, with the aim to assess the role of ICI plus chemotherapy in PD-L1-negative tumours, a recent
pooled analysis assessed this strategy in 428 PD-L1 negative tumours enrolled in three randomised trials
(KEYNOTE-021G, KEYNOTE-189 and KEYNOTE-407). The analysis reported an overall survival
improvement (HR 0.56; 95% CI: 0.43–0.73) with pembrolizumab plus chemotherapy compared with
chemotherapy alone, although 42% of patients in the control arm received an anti-PD-(L)1 at the time of
progression. The overall survival benefit was observed in all subgroups, including squamous NSCLC (HR
0.61, 95% CI: 0.38–0.96) [47].

Similarly in squamous histology, three studies have reported 5 months of median survival improvement
with ICI compared with chemotherapy: the KEYNOTE 407 trial [26], testing the combination of
pembrolizumab and chemotherapy (HR 0.71, 95% CI: 0.58–0.88); the CheckMate 9LA trial [28]
(HR 0.62, 95% CI: 0.45–0.86), both approved by the FDA and the EMA; and the CheckMate 227 trial (HR
069, 95% CI: 0.52–0.92) [20], only approved by the FDA. Of note, toxicity profile and discontinuations
favour those trials without chemotherapy or only with a short course of chemotherapy along with ICI (table 1).
However, neither CheckMate 9LA trial [28] nor CheckMate 227 trial [20] have reported the benefit in
squamous subgroup according to PD-L1 strata. In the KEYNOTE 407 trial, the hazard ratio for overall
survival was 0.67 (95% CI: 0.51‒0.87) in patients with PD-L1 ⩾1% and 0.79 (95% CI: 0.56‒1.11) in
patients with PD-L1 <1%; however, the effect of PD-L1 expression in overall survival was a prespecified
exploratory endpoint. Among PD-L1-positive patients, the hazard ratio for overall survival was 0.79 (95%
CI: 0.52‒1.21) among those with PD-L1 ⩾50% and 0.59 (95% CI: 0.42‒0.84) among those with PD-L1
1–49% [26]. This lack of survival benefit in high PD-L1 expression tumour could be explained as 51% of
patients in control arm received ICI at the time of progression, 42% receiving pembrolizumab, and the
efficacy of pembrolizumab in second-line setting is higher in tumours with high PD-L1 expression [3].
More recently, in the ORIENT-12 trial performed in Asian patients with squamous advanced NSCLC, the
combination of sintilimab plus platinum-gemcitabine chemotherapy improved the outcome (PFS, HR 0.53;
p<0.001 and OS, HR 0.57, p=0.017) compared with chemotherapy [27]. Finally, the IMpower 131 trial
[31], testing atezolizumab plus chemotherapy in squamous NSCLC patients did not improve the overall
survival compared with chemotherapy alone, except for the subgroup of patients with high PD-L1
expression. Similarly to non-squamous, it remains unresolved whether monotherapy or combination
strategy is the most suitable in tumours with high PD-L1 expression. The efficacy and toxicity ratio and
tumour burden may help for making treatment decisions.

Tumour mutational burden as a predictive biomarker
TMB is the total number of nonsynonymus, somatic mutations (Mut) identified per megabase (Mb) of the
coding area in tumour genome. Although there is no consensus for standard measuring TMB, whole
exome sequencing (WES) has been traditionally used for its evaluation. However, its implementation in
clinical practice is challenging. Alternative comprehensive gene panels have been developed as alternative
methods measuring the number of mutations through next-generation sequencing (NGS) approaches with
good concordance with WES. However, there is a lack of harmonisation to convert TMB quantification
across the different gene panels and a standard cut-off definition across cancer types or specific tumour
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types does not exist yet [48]. Recently, a new method to estimate human leukocyte antigen
(HLA)-corrected TMB a modification, which considers the loss of heterozygosity of HLA from
conventional TMB, was applied in two cohorts of patients treated with ICI. This new method classified
better patients who get benefit of ICI and in the multivariable analysis, high HLA-corrected TMB
correlated with survival, whereas conventional TMB did not, suggesting this new method as a predictive as
well as prognostic factor that merits further evaluation [49].

The predictive role of TMB in NSCLC was initially observed in two independent cohorts reporting that an
higher number of non-synonymous mutations in tumours correlated with improved outcome with ICI [50].
Likewise, an exploratory analysis from the CheckMate 026 trial nivolumab compared with chemotherapy
in patients with high TMB (>243 Mut by WES) reported a higher response rate (47% versus. 28%) and
longer PFS (9.7 months versus. 5.8 months, HR 0.62, 95% CI: 0.38–1.00), with no differences in overall
survival. The trial showed there was no significant association between TMB and PD-L1 expression,
however, those patients with both predictive biomarkers (high TMB and high PD-L1) derived the most of
nivolumab treatment compared with other subgroups [29]. This trial established the potential role of TMB
for selecting patients for ICI treatment. The phase II CheckMate 568 trial established the TMB cut-off
(assessed by FoundationOne CDx assay) associated with enhanced activity of upfront nivolumab plus
ipilimumab, demonstrating the optimal classification performance of high TMB at 10 Mut/Mb [51].
Although, the phase III CheckMate 227 trial achieved the co-primary endpoint of longer PFS with
nivolumab plus ipilimumab compared with chemotherapy in patients with high TMB (HR 0.58, 75% CI
0.41–0.81) [52], the overall survival benefit (coprimary endpoint) occurred regardless of TMB cut-off
assessed (high,⩾10 Mut/Mb: HR 0.68, 95% CI: 0.51–0.91; or low,<10 Mut/Mb: HR 0.75, 95% CI: 0.59–
0.94), thus questioning the predictive role for TMB as a biomarker for ICI. An exploratory analysis from
KEYNOTE 042 trial, those tumours with high TMB (⩾175 Mut by WES, ∼44% of all TMB-evaluable
population) were associated with improved clinical outcomes for pembrolizumab monotherapy in
PD-L1-positive NSCLC patients [53]. As a contrary, no significant association was reported between TMB
and efficacy of pembrolizumab or placebo plus platinum pemetrexed in the KEYNOTE 189 using the
same cut-off point for defining the high TMB. Of note, the magnitude of overall survival benefit of
pembrolizumab plus chemotherapy was similar in the TMB-high and TMB-low subgroups (HR 0.64 and
HR 0.64, respectively) [54]. Although, in daily clinical practice the role of TMB in NSCLC for making
treatment decisions is controversial, the FDA has recently approved pembrolizumab in tumours with
TMB-high (⩾10 Mut/Mb) according to the retrospective analysis of KEYNOTE-158 trial (NCT02628067)
assessing the role of pembrolizumab in metastatic TMB-high solid tumours [55]. However, the specific
role of this strategy in NSCLC patients remains unknown, as this analysis did not include any cohort of
NSCLC patients.

As an alternative to tissue, TMB has been also assessed in circulating tumoural DNA (ctDNA) from blood/
plasma (bTMB). In one retrospective study in NSCLC, bTMB was determined using a 394-gene panel and
was compared to tissue TMB (FoundationOne CDx assay) and to the FoundationACT (FACT) dedicated to
ctDNA assay (including only 62 genes). Out of 259 patients were evaluable for both bTMB and tissue
TMB. Overall agreement and positive percent agreement (PPA) were 81.5% and 63.6% respectively when
using the 394-gene panel for bTMB. However, when the FACT assay was compared to tissue TMB, PPA
dropped to 17%, suggesting a sufficiently sized panel is required to sensitively identify patients with high
TMB. However, the performance on variant detection was similar when overlapping allele regions were
compared: 93% of variants were detected in both assays [56]. The prospective B-F1RST trial established
the proof of concept the role of bTMB as predictive biomarker in first-line setting, reporting higher
response rate (29% versus. 4.4%), longer PFS (5.0 versus. 3.5 months, HR 0.80; 0.54–1.18) and overall
survival (23.9 months versus. 13.4 months, HR 0.66; 0–40–1.10) with atezolizumab in tumours with high
(⩾16 Mut/Mb) versus low bTMB [57]. A confirmatory phase 3 study (BFAST, NCT03178552) is currently
ongoing and recruiting patients, assessing the role of atezolizumab versus platinum-based chemotherapy in
advanced NSCLC patients with high bTMB. In the MYSTIC trial, a pre-planned exploratory analysis
examined survival according to bTMB, which could be determined in 72.4% of patients (n=809). For
patients with a high bTMB (⩾16 Mut/Mb, 39% of all patients in whom bTMB was assessed), the median
overall survivals were 16.5, 11,0 and 10.5 months, for durvalumab plus tremelimumab, durvalumab
monotherapy and platinum-based chemotherapy, respectively. The predictive value for survival of bTMB
was only significant for the combination compared with chemotherapy (HR 0.62; 95%CI: 0.45–0.86), but
not for durvalumab monotherapy compared with chemotherapy (HR 0.80; 95%CI: 0.59–1.07). Similarly,
with a cut-off point of bTMB⩾20 Mut/Mb, survival improvement was achieved with the combination of
durvalumab plus tremelimumab compared with chemotherapy (21.9 months versus 10.0 months; HR 0.49,
95% CI: 0.32–0.74), but not with durvalumab compared with chemotherapy (12.6 months versus
10.0 months, HR 0.72, 95% CI: 0.50–1.05). The phase III NEPTUNE trial (NCT02542293) determined
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the efficacy of the combination of durvalumab plus tremelimumab versus platinum-based chemotherapy in
first-line setting of stage IV NSCLC patients. On June 6, 2019, the primary endpoint of this study changed
from all patients to overall survival in patients with bTMB⩾20 Mut/Mb, and a press release on August 21,
2019, reported that the combination ICI arm did not meet the primary overall survival endpoint compared
with chemotherapy [58]. Therefore, the predictive biomarker role of TMB for the combination of
durvalumab and tremelimumab remains a challenge in the absence of prospective validation for survival
benefit. One main limitation of bTMB is that this test is accurate if the ctDNA levels are elevated. It has
been established that ctDNA is related to the tumour burden. Thus, a failure of the bTMB might reflects a
lower tumour burden, a predictive factor of sensitivity to ICI [59]. Indeed, in B-F1RST trial, the best
benefit was seen in the patients with failed bTMB test.

Gene mutations and efficacy of immunotherapy in NSCLC
Specific gene mutations have been associated with resistance (STK11 and KEAP1) or sensitisation
(ARID1A) to anti-PD-(L)1 monotherapy, and others have reported variable results. KRAS mutation occurs
in 25–30% of lung adenocarcinomas, with KRAS G12C comprising ∼12% of cases. KRAS mutations are
associated with high TMB and increased PD-L1 expression, and studies have reported variable results with
ICI in NSCLC with KRAS mutations [60]. In an exploratory analysis from the KEYNOTE 042 trial [61],
23% of non-squamous NSCLC patients had a KRAS mutation (n=301, including 9.6% with KRAS G12C
mutation). Pembrolizumab monotherapy versus chemotherapy alone was generally associated with
improved clinical outcomes regardless of KRAS status, even among the 29 patients with a KRAS G12C
mutation. Similarly, in KEYNOTE189 the benefit of pembrolizumab plus chemotherapy occurred
regardless the occurrence of KRAS mutation, but KRAS status was only available for 89 patients enrolled
in the trial [62]. STK11 (also called LKB1) and KEAP1 mutation occurs each mutation in ∼17% of
adenocarcinomas, respectively, and correlates with poor outcome with ICI or ICI plus chemotherapy [60, 63].
However, in other recent exploratory analysis from the KEYNOTE024 trial, STK11, KEAP1 and STK11/
KEAP1 mutations were present in 7.7%, 14.9% and 2.8% of patients and the presence of these mutations
did not negatively impact in the survival benefit of pembrolizumab over chemotherapy. Patients with
versus without STK11 mutation had lower PD-L1 expression but higher tissue TMB, whereas patients
with versus without KEAP1 mutation had similar levels of PD-L1 expression but higher TMB [64].
Finally, in the IMpower150 trial, from the 920 mutation-evaluable patients, 25%, 15% and 16% had
KRAS, STK1 and KEAP1 mutations, respectively. Within KRAS mutation subgroup up to 45% of patients
also had co-occurring mutations in STK11 or KEAP1. All these mutations were generally associated with
higher TMB levels than wild-type tumours for these mutations, and efficacy of atezolizumab, bevacizumab
and chemotherapy occurred regardless the occurrence of these mutations [65]. The role of these mutations
in double immune blockade remains unknown and combination strategy of ICI plus chemotherapy instead
of ICI monotherapy should be considered the current standard in this subset of lung cancer patients.

The assessment of these mutations in ctDNA were analysed in the MYSTIC trial. Among the mutation
evaluable population (n=943), the incidence of mutations in STK11, KEAP1 and ARID1A were 16%, 18%
and 12%, respectively, and STK11 and KEAP1 were more prevalent in patients with non-squamous than
squamous carcinoma. Shorter overall survival across all treatment arms were reported in patients with
mutation in STK11 or KEAP1 compared with STK11 or KEAP1 wild-type, whereas patients with ARID1A
mutation had a longer median overall survival than patients with ARID1A wild-type in the ICI combo arm,
but not in the durvalumab arm compared with chemotherapy [66]. These data support STK11 and KEAP1
as prognostic and ARID1A as predictive biomarker, but they are exploratory and require further validation.

Small cell lung cancer
Immune status of small cell lung cancer and neuroendocrine tumour of the thorax
The initial revolutionising results observed with ICIs in NSCLC triggered the enthusiasm towards their
application for improving the outcomes also of patients with advanced SCLC, characterised by dismal
prognosis and the lack of relevant therapeutic improvements since decades. Despite previous failure of
treatment strategies encompassing immune-directed drugs (namely the uselessness of adding CTLA-4
blockade to upfront chemotherapy) [67], some pathological elements of SCLC suggested its immunogenicity
and the potential susceptibility to ICIs administration. Auto-immune neurological paraneoplastic syndromes
(developing approximately in 5% of the cases) negatively affect SCLC patients’ prognosis and quality of life
[68]. Nevertheless, the subclinical detection of Anti-Hu antibodies (present in 16% of SCLC patients),
recognising antigens expressed by neurons and SCLC, is associated with limited stage (versus extensive
stage) and with better outcomes with chemotherapy, suggesting the immune system may contribute to
control this aggressive disease [69]. On the other hand, still considering the challenges represented by
evaluating its biology on mainly on small biopsies, SCLC is characterised by the abundance of tumour cells
and necrosis, globally lacking an important immune infiltrate, a known prerogative for ICIs activity.
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Interestingly, the presence of an immune infiltrate correlates with survival in cohorts of resected thoracic
neuroendocrine tumours, with an enrichment in SCLC [70, 71]. Of note, the large majority of evidence in
this field has been obtained in SCLC, with some studies dealing with other neuroendocrine malignancies as
well, namely large-cell neuroendocrine carcinoma (LCNEC) [71–74]. Given the recent deeper understanding
of the biology of LCNEC, an up-regulation of immune-related pathways has been revealed in a specific
subtype (type II LCNEC), characterised by a specific molecular background [75].

Tumour PD-L1 positivity was initially reported in more than 70% of SCLC, correlated with limited disease
(LD) and overall survival [76]. Nevertheless, following studies performed with diverse anti-PD-L1 clones,
validated on NSCLC specimens as specific and reliable, scaled down the magnitude of PD-L1 expression
in SCLC, especially with regard to tumour cells [73, 74, 77–79]. Moreover, as SCLC arise almost
exclusively in patients with a relevant smoking history, TMB is globally high [80, 81], suggesting a
potential benefit from ICIs. In spite of these elements, the results observed in clinical trials evaluating ICIs
in extensive disease (ED) SCLC have provided new treatment standards for the clinical practice, but did
not retrace the magnitude of benefit achieved in advanced NSCLC and not being possible to perform
patients” selection due to the lack of potential predictive biomarkers. Summarising recent evidence, the
addition of PD-L1 agents to first-line chemotherapy has been proven to be beneficial in activity and
efficacy, without relevant toxicities issues, and represent the new standard of care [4, 5]. Up to September
2020, both the FDA and the EMA approved regimens with platinum and etoposide chemotherapy with
either atezolizumab (IMpower 133 trial) or durvalumab (CASPIAN trial). However, although the addition
of PD-1 agents (pembrolizumab in KEYNOTE 604 trial) to chemotherapy reported a statistically
significant improvement in PFS, the combination did not reach significant for the coprimary overall
survival endpoint [82]. Based on disappointing overall survival results in several phase II/III studies were
disappointing in evaluating PD-1/PD-L1 (with or without CTLA-4) inhibition in maintenance or later
treatment lines (table 2) [4, 82–94], the initial approved by the FDA of anti-PD-1 blockade as a potential
option in the third-line treatment of SCLC either with nivolumab or pembrolizuamb [95, 96] has been
recently withdrawn.

Of note, in both treatment scenarios median values of survivals are scarcely representative of the benefit
generated by ICIs, as usually see with immunotherapy trials [97]. On the other hand, long-term
estimations, still not optimistic as the one observed in NSCLC patients, indicates that a minority of patients
may derive prolonged benefit from ICIs administration. Whether this benefit is really related to ICI
efficacy or patients” selection bias remains unknown. From this point of view, the identification of
immune-related markers able to predict extended survival is crucial for several reasons: 1) to limit the
administration of ICIs-containing regimens to patients more suitable of benefitting; 2) to boost immune
strategies in these patients, in order to amplify the long-term outcomes; 3) to address other patients to
novel therapies to be tested.

PD-L1 expression and ICIs in SCLC
The evaluation of PD-L1 expression has been rarely considered mandatory to include SCLC patients in
ICIs clinical trials, likely due to its difficult assessment in small, necrotic biopsies, the lack of IHC
harmonisation and definition of positivity, as well as to the initial proofs questioning the actual prognostic
and predictive role of PD-L1 expression in this setting. All the analyses performed within clinical trials
were indeed exploratory.

Assuming the combination of chemotherapy with anti-PD-1/PD-L1 agent the new standard of care in
first-line SCLC, the benefit generated by the addition of ICIs in IMpower133 and KEYNOTE-604 was
observed regardless of PD-L1 expression (table 3) [4, 82]. In both the trials, PD-L1 was assessed in
tumour and immune cells, and in KEYNOTE-604 integrated into the combined positive score (CPS), the
number of PD-L1–positive cells (tumour cells, lymphocytes, macrophages) divided by the number of
viable tumour cells, multiplied by 100. Of note, if considering separately the cellular counterparts, PD-L1
staining in was estimated negative (i.e. present in<1% of the populations) in 94% and approximately 50%
of tumour and immune cell, respectively. In addition to the data reported in table 3, in IMpower133 any
differential effect was seen when putting the cut-off of PD-L1 positivity at⩾5% neither [83]. Moving to
the maintenance treatment in the phase II pembrolizumab study, only three out of 30 specimens were
considered positive on the tumour compartment, and it was suggested that the detection of PD-L1
expression at the interface between tumour and stroma may be associated with better prognosis [86] (table 3).
When assessing PD-L1 expression on tumour cells only, response rates did not differ between subgroups in
patients exposed to nivolumab ± ipilimumab as the second or later treatment line [96, 98]. Albeit lacking
statistical analyses, better activity and efficacy outcomes were observed in SCLC patients receiving
pembrolizumab in the case of PD-L1 positive tumours [90, 95] (table 3). In the phase II trial of atezolizumab
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in the second-line setting of SCLC, PD-L1 expression failed to show a prognostic role, as patients receiving
the PD-L1 agent were gathered with the chemotherapy-treated ones before assessing the outcomes according
to PD-L1 expression in either tumour or immune cells [88].

Albeit some hints may suggest better outcomes on ICIs in pretreated, PD-L1 positive patients, evidence is
far not robust to define PD-L1 as a good biomarker in SCLC, even more considering that no sign of
differential benefit has been showed with chemotherapy-ICIs combinations.

Tumour mutational burden and ICIs in SCLC
The strict aetiopathogenic link between smoking exposure and SCLC accounts for the high number of
somatic mutations characteristic of SCLC [80, 81]. As seen in NSLC, no correlation between the presence
of high TMB and PD-L1 expression have been observed [83, 92].

In the setting of exploratory analyses within ICIs clinical trials and retrospective experiences, differential
outcomes have been observed in SCLC patients when categorised according to TMB, quantified in tumour
tissue or in circulating tumour DNA (ctDNA) (table 4) [4, 83, 90, 92, 99]. In the pretreated setting,
anti-PD-1 ± anti-CTLA-4 treatments engendered the better results, both in terms of activity and efficacy, in
the case of high TMB. Moving to first-line administration of chemotherapy ± atezolizumab in the
Impower133 trial, the benefits obtained in PFS and overall survival adding the anti-PD-L1 agent were

TABLE 2 Activity, efficacy and toxicity outcomes reported in trials evaluating immune checkpoint inhibitors in small cell lung cancer

Trial N Drugs ORR Median PFS
HR (95% CI)

Median OS
HR (95% CI)

Grade ⩾3
AE (%)

First line
IMpower133 [4, 83] 403 Atezolizumab+CT versus

Placebo+CT
60% versus

64%
5.2 versus
4.3 months

0.77 (0.62–0.96)

12.3 versus
10.3 months

0.76 (0.60–0.95)

68.2 versus
64.8

CASPIAN [5, 6] 537 Durvalumab+CT versus CT 67.9% versus
57.6%

5.1 versus
5.4 months

0.78 (0.64–0.93)

13 versus
10.3 months

0.73 (0.59–0.90)

64.6 versus
63.6

KEYNOTE-604 [82] 453 Pembrolizumab+CT versus
Placebo+CT

70.6% versus
61.8%

4.8 versus
4.3 months

0.75 (0.61–0.91)

10.8 versus
9.7 months

0.80 (0.64–0.98)#

79.4 versus
77.6

ECOG-ACRIN EA516 [84] 160 Nivolumab+CT versus CT 52% versus
47%

5.5 versus
4.6 months

0.65 (0.46–0.91)

11.3 versus
8.5 months

0.67 (0.46–0.98)

77 versus 62

Maintenance
CheckMate 451 [85] 834 Nivolumab+Ipilimumab versus

Placebo
NR 1.7 versus

1.4 months
0.72 (0.6–0.87)

9.2 versus
9.6 months

0.92 (0.75–1.12)

54 versus 8

NCT02359019 [86] 45 Pembrolizumab 11.1% 1.4 months 9.6 months NA
⩾Second line
CheckMate 33 [87] 569 Nivolumab versus CT 14% versus

17%
1.4 versus
3.8 months

1.41 (1.18–1.69)

7.5 versus
8.4 months

0.86 (0.72–1.04)

15 versus 74

IFCT-1603 [88] 73 Atezolizumab versus CT 2.3 versus
10%

1.4 versus
4.3 months

2.26 (1.3–3.93)

9.5 versus
8.7 months

0.84 (0.45–1.58)

NA

PCD4989 g [89] 17 Atezolizumab 17.6%¶ 2.9 months¶ 5.9 months 29.4
KEYNOTE-158 [90]
⩾third line

107 Pembrolizumab 18.7% 2 months 9.1 months 12

KEYNOTE-028 [91] 24 Pembrolizumab 33.3% 1.9 months 9.7 months 8.3
CheckMate 032 [92]
(non-randomised cohort)

98 Nivolumab
Nivolumab+Ipilimumab

11%
23%

NR
NR

4.1 months
6 months

NA

CheckMate 032 [93]
(randomised cohort)
nivolumab⩾third line

147
96

Nivolumab versus
Nivolumab+Ipilimumab

11.6% versus
21.9%

1.4 months
1.5 months

5.7 months
4.7 months

1.05 (0.74–1.47)

12.9 versus
37.5

BALTIC [94] 21 Durvalumab+Tremelimumab 9.5% 1.9 months 6 months 48

N: Number of patients; ORR: Objective response rate; PFS: Progression-free survival; HR: Hazard ratio; 95% CI: 95% confidence interval; OS: Overall
survival; AE: adverse events; CT: Chemotherapy; NR: Not reported; NA: Not available. #: Statistically non-significant; ¶: according to immune-related
response criteria (irRC).
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observed regardless of ctDNA TMB (both at the cut-off of 10 and 16 mut/Mb), thus denying its potential
predictive role in this new standard of care [83]. In light of the results of KEYNOTE-158 trial including
SCLC (n=75, including 34 TMB-high tumours) and other malignancies, the FDA has provided a
“pan-cancer” approval of pembrolizumab in the case of tumour TMB⩾10 mut/Mb. There is still no formal,
prospective proof that the patients experiencing long-term disease control to nivolumab or pembrolizumab,
when administered as third or later line, are the ones whose tumous have high TMB levels. Nevertheless,
TMB evaluation in this setting may help to address patients towards ICIs treatment, given their recent
approval in this setting too.

Malignant pleural mesothelioma
The immune context of malignant pleural mesothelioma
The close epidemiological relationship asbestos exposure, implying a role of the inflammation in MPM
pathogenesis, suggested MPM as a candidate for immune checkpoint blockade. In addition, besides its low
mutational burden [100], PD-L1 expression is detected in approximately 20%–40% of MPM according to
different techniques. Nevertheless, after the first encouraging evidence of the potential benefit of
administering temelimumab in pretreated, advanced MPM patients [101, 102], CTLA-4 inhibition failed to
show superiority compared to placebo in the phase IIb DETERMINE trial [103]. Thereafter, the
identification of subgroups of patients who are most likely to drive benefit from ICI administration, in
terms of specific histologies and PD-L1 expression, has become an element of central interest, as proven
by recent results of clinical trials with PD-1/PD-L1 and CTLA-inhibitors. In previously treated MPM
patients, the phase III PROMISE trial comparing pembrolizumab versus chemotherapy did not achieved
the PFS primary endpoint nor the OS [104]. As contrary, the CheckMate 743 trial has shifted treatment
paradigm in first-line setting in unresectable MPM [7]. In this trial the combination of nivolumab and
ipilimumab significantly improved the median OS compared with platinum pemetrexed, reaching a 1- and
2-year OS of 60% and 40%, respectively. Based on these results, the FDA has approved in October 2020
the combination of nivolumab plus ipilimumab as the new standard of care in first-line setting. Another
approach to booster the efficacy of ICI in MPM is the immune–chemotherapy approach. For instance, two
single-arm phase II clinical trials (DREAM trial and PrE0505 trial) [105, 106] have reported that the
addition of durvalumab to platinum–pemetrexed chemotherapy followed by durvalumab as a maintenance

TABLE 3 Outcomes in small cell lung cancer (extensive stage) studies with immune checkpoint inhibitors, according to PD-L1 status

Trial IMpower133 [4, 83] KEYNOTE-604 [82] Pembrolizumab
maintenance [86]

KEYNOTE-158 [90]

Study phase III III II II
Setting First-line First-line Maintenance ⩾2nd line
Treatment Carboplatin+etoposide ±

atezolizumab
Platinum salt+etoposide ±

pembrolizumab
Pembrolizumab Pembrolizumab

Total patients 403 453 45 107
PD-L1 evaluated patients 137 360 20 65
PD-L1 IHC SP263 22C3 22C3 22C3
PD-L1 status TC or IC CPS Stromal interface CPS

<1% ⩾1% <1% ⩾1% Negative Positive <1% ⩾1%
65 72 175 185 12 8 50 15

PFS data according to PD-L1
status

HR HR mPFS (months) mPFS (months)
0.51

(0.30–0.89)
0.87

(0.5–1.49)
0.80

(0.58–1.11)
0.84 (0.60–1.18) 1.3

(0.6–2.5)
6.5

(1.1–12.8)
1.9

(1.6–2.0)
2.1

(2.0–8.1)
6-month PFS

14.3% 38.9%
12-month PFS

8.2% 28.5%
OS data according to PD-L1

status
NA NA 0.73 (0.54–1.01) 0.68

(0.49–0.94)
mOS (months) mOS (months)
7.6

(2.0–12.7)
12.8

(1.1–17.6)
5.9

(3.3–10.1)
14.9

(5.6–NR)
6-months OS

48.3% 66%
12-months OS

30.7% 53.1%

Data between parenthesis indicate 95% confidence intervals. IHC: immunohistochemistry; mPFS: median progression-free survival; mOS: median
overall survival; OS: overall survival; TC: tumour cells; IC: immune cells; HR: hazard ratio; NA: not available; CPS: combined positive score.
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TABLE 4 Outcomes in small cell lung cancer (extensive stage) studies with immune checkpoint inhibitors, according to tumour mutational burden

Trial [ref.] IMpower 133 [4, 83] CheckMate 032 [92] CheckMate 032 [92] KEYNOTE-158 [90] RICCIUTI et al. [99]

Study phase III I/II I/II II Retrospective series
Setting First-line ⩾2nd line ⩾2nd line ⩾2nd line ⩾2nd line
Treatment Carboplatin+etoposide ±

atezolizumab
Nivolumab Nivolumab+ipilimumab Pembrolizumab PD-1 ± CTLA-4 ICIs

Total patients 403 245 146 107 52
Evaluated

patients
346 133 78 75 52

Methods
Material

Targeted NGS 394 genes
Blood

WES
tumour and/or blood

WES
tumour and/or blood

Targeted NGS 324 genes
FoundationOne CDxTM
assay (v3.3) Tumour

Targeted NGS 282 genes
Tumour

Patient groups Mut/Mb cut-off Mut tertiles Mut tertiles Mut/Mb cut-off Mut/mb 50% percentiles
⩾10 ⩾16 Low (0–

142)
Medium (143–

247)
High
(⩾248)

Low (0–
142)

Medium (143–
247)

High (⩾248) <10 ⩾10 Low
(⩽9.68)

High
(>9.68)

TMB 212 80 42 44 47 27 25 26 41 34 26 26
ORR NA 4.8% 6.8% 21.3% 22.2% 16% 46.2% 9.6% 29.4% 7.7% 23.1%

p=0.25
DCR NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 19.2% 57.7%

p=0.01
mPFS (months) <10: HR

0.78
(0.54–1.12)
⩾10: HR
0.69

(0.52–0.93)

<16: HR 0.73 (0.56–
0.94)

⩾16: HR 0.68
(0.43–1.10)

1.3 (1.2–
1.4)

1.3 (1.2–1.4) 1.4 (1.3–
2.7)

1.5 (1.3–
2.7)

1.3 (1.2–2.1) 7.8 (1.8–
10.7)

NA NA 1.2 (0.9–
1.8)

3.3 (1.9-NR)

HR 0.37 (0.20–0.69) p<0.01

1-year PFS NA NA 3.1% 21.2% 6.2% 8% 30% NA NA 7.7% 29.9%
mOS (months) <10: HR

0.73
(0.49–1.08)
⩾10: HR
0.73

(0.53–1.00)

<16: HR 0.79 (0.60–
1.04)

⩾16: HR 0.58 (0.34–
0.99)

3.1 (2.4–
6.8)

3.9 (2.4–9.9) 5.4 (2.8–
8.0)

3.4 (2.8–
7.3)

3.6 (1.8–7.7) 22.0
(8.2-NR)

NA NA 2.5 (1.6–
6.8)

10.4
(8.5-NR)

HR 0.38 (0.19–0.77) p<0.01

1-year OS NA 22.1% 26% 35.2% 23.4% 19.6% 62.4% NA NA 19% 48.4%

Data between parenthesis indicate 95% confidence intervals. TMB: tumour mutational burden; ORR: objective response rate; DCR: Disease control rate; mPFS: Median progression-free survival;
mOS: median overall survival; OS: overall survival; NGS: next-generation sequencing; Mut/Mb: mutations/megabase; NA: not available; HR: Hazard ratio; WES: Whole exome sequencing;
ICIs: Immune checkpoint inhibitors; NR: not reached.
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strategy achieves a median OS of ∼20 months and a 1-year and 2-year OS of ∼60% and ∼40%,
respectively. These data suggest a potential role of immune-chemotherapy strategy that must be confirmed
in ongoing phase III trials (NCT04334759, NCT03762018, NCT02784171).

PD-L1 expression, mainly evaluated on surgical MPM samples using different IHC clones, has been
detected both on tumour cells and immune–stromal phenotypes, still with the percentage of positive cases
varying significantly across studies [107–111]. Nevertheless, the different experiences were concordant in
defining non-epithelioid histologies (sarcomatoid and biphasic) more frequently characterised by PD-L1
positivity. In addition, in retrospective series the detection of PD-L1 was almost invariably associated with
worst outcomes compared to MPM with no PD-L1 expression. The lack of predictive significance of
PD-L1 status in randomised trials where ICI have been compared to chemotherapy (see next Section)
makes this hypothesis more suitable than envisaging a true detrimental effect of PD-L1 expression in terms
of a negative impact on the immune system.

The comprehension of the immune context of MPM at the micro-environmental level is a key prerogative
to assess the potential role of ICIs, and to develop potential biomarkers. In several retrospective studies,
the presence of a variety of immune and inflammatory phenotypes has been reported, whose differential
proportion has been evaluated according to histology and PD-L1 status [112, 113]. UJIIE et al. [114]
showed that a high CD163+ tumour-associated macrophages/CD8+ T lymphocytes ratio and a low
CD163+/CD20+ B lymphocytes ratios were independent prognostic factors of worse and better survival
outcomes, respectively. Non-epithelioid histologies have been more frequently characterised by higher
CD8+ density and CD45RO+ memory cells, while epithelioid one has higher amounts of peritumoural
CD4+ T and CD20+ B lymphocytes [115, 116]. PD-L1 expression has been shown to correlate with the
presence of CD68+ macrophages [117], CD45+ immune cells, activated CD3+ T cells, proliferating
CD8+ T cells and FOXP3+/CD4+ Treg lymphocytes [118]. Functional analyses revealed that CD8+ cells
activity is mostly suppressed, especially if CD4+ Treg lymphocytes are concomitantly present [119].
CD8+ Abundance in CD8+ T lymphocytes and in CD68+ macrophages was associated with pathological
features of aggressiveness, as well as PD-L1 positivity [115].

More recent studies focussing on the molecular landscape of MPM revealed features of potential ICI
susceptibility. The negative immune checkpoint regulator VISTA (V-domain Ig suppressor of T-cell activation)
become a potential therapeutic target since its mRNA expression (more frequent in epithelioid histology)
emerged as strongly correlated with MPM phenotypes lacking mRNA signatures of epithelial–mesenchymal
transition [120]. When analyzed through RNA sequencing, the co-expression of VISTA and of the pro-
angiogenic gene VEGFR2 was associated with a better prognosis, compared to samples enriched in
pro-angiogenic gene expression, with or without signatures of lymphocyte infiltration [121]. BAP1 (BRCA1
associated protein 1) is commonly inactivated by means of gene mutations or copy number loss in MPM, where
BAP1 loss of function is reported in up to 60% of the cases [122–124]. Of interest, BAP1 haploinsufficiency
strongly correlated with cytokine signalling an inflammatory tumour microenvironment [125].

Histology and PD-L1 expression as biomarkers in pleural mesothelioma patients receiving ICIs
The worst outcomes in pleural mesothelioma patients are observed in non-epithelioid histotypes
(accounting for up to 25% of MPM cases), due to their aggressiveness and chemo-resistance. Nevertheless,
due the immune-pathological features (described in the previous Section), sarcomatoid and biphasic
histologies were supposed being the more prone to immunotherapy action. Albeit some data sustained this
hypothesis [116, 126, 127], non-epithelioid MPM cases included in clinical trials or retrospective series
were too scant to drive any conclusion. Of major relevance, the combination of nivolumab and ipilimumab
in MPM has been recently proven superior to first-line chemotherapy in terms of OS benefit. Albeit
Checkmate 743 is formally positive in the intention-to-treat population (HR 0.74 (95% CI 0.60–0.91);
p=0.0020), the subgroup analysis, powered by the stratification based on histology, clearly revealed a
superiority of nivolumab and ipilimumab in non-epithelioid MPM only (HR 0.46 (95% 0.31–0.68); HR
0.86 (95% CI 0.69–1.08) for epithelioid cases) [7]. The outcomes of patients in ICI arms did not differ
according to MPM histotypes, but the dismal results observed in non-epithelioid cases exposed to
chemotherapy (table 5) [104–106, 126–135] account for the large superiority of nivolumab and ipilimumab
treatment, that is likely to become the new standard of care for the first-line treatment of sarcomatoid and
biphasic MPM.

The description of differential outcomes according to PD-L1 expression is present in the majority of
clinical trials evaluating PD-1/PD-L1 ± CTLA-4 inhibitors administration (table 6) [104–106, 126–130,
132–136]. PD-L1 IHC clones and cut-off utilised differed across studies. In non-randomised trials of ICI
(or in the randomised, non-comparative one MAPS2), PD-L1 positive tumours (i.e. PD-L1 detected in ⩾1%
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of tumour cells) derived better outcomes compared to negative diseases, and the differential benefit
increase positioning the threshold of positivity at higher percentages of PD-L1 expression. In the INITIATE
trial (nivolumab and ipilimumab in pretreated MPM patients) a higher score of PD-L1 expression on
immune cells correlated with better response, clinical benefit and PFS, but not with OS [133]. Moreover in
this study, as in the one reported by QUISPEL-JANSSEN et al. [130], re-biopsies were obtained after six weeks
of treatment. In the two trials, conversions from PD-L1 positive-to-negative status (and vice versa) were
observed, and in 10–20% of the cases no tumour cells were detectable, frequently in the presence with a
dense immune infiltrate.

Nevertheless, when moving to randomised phase III trials, PD-L1 expression fails to show prognostic or
predictive values. In the PROMISE-meso study no difference were detected according to subgroups
identified through PD-L1 expression, after stratification by histological subtype, in PFS (PD-L1<1%, HR
1.26 (95% CI 0.56–2.83), p= 0.57; PD-L1⩾1% HR 1.06 (95% CI 0.63–1.80), p=0.82) or OS (PD-L1<1%
HR 0.72 (95% CI 0.26–2.00), p=0.53; PD-L1⩾1% HR 1.47 (95% CI 0.69–3.11), p=0.32) [104], not
defining an optimal cut-off of PD-L1 expression to be used as a predictive biomarker. In the Checkmate
743 trial, PD-L1 was not a stratification factor and the trial was enriched in PD-L1 positive tumours
(77%), although PD-L1 expression did not correlate with outcome (HR for OS in PD-L1<1% and
PD-l1⩾1% 0.94 (95% CI 0.62–1.40) and 0.69 (95% CI 0.55–0.87), respectively), the magnitude of
survival benefit was higher in PD-L1 positive tumours [7].

Immune checkpoint inhibitors in thymic epithelial tumours
Thymic epithelial tumours (TET) are rare (0.15–0.32 cases per million), and thymic carcinomas (TC)
comprise approximately 10%–15% of TET. Platinum doublet therapy is the standard upfront treatment in

TABLE 5 Activity, efficacy and toxicity outcomes reported in trials evaluating immiune checkpoint inhibitors in
malignant pleural mesothelioma

Trial N Drugs ORR Median PFS
months

HR (95% CI)

Median OS
HR (95% CI)

Grade
⩾3 AE
(%)

First line
DREAM [105] 54 Durvalumab+CT 48% 6.9 18.4 NA
PrE0505 [106] 55 Durvalumab+CT 56.4% 6.7 20.4 65.5
CheckMate 743
[7]

605 Nivolumab
+Ipilimumab versus

CT

40%
versus
43%

6.8 versus 7.2
1.00 (0.82–

1.21)

18.1 versus
14.1 months

0.74 (0.60–0.91)

31 versus
32

First-second line
NIBIT-MESO
[129]

40 Durvalumab
+Tremelimumab

28% 5.7 16.6 months 18

Second line
PROMISE-meso
[104]

144 Pembrolizumab
versus CT

22%
versus
6%

2.5 versus 3.4
1.06 (0.73–

1.53)

10.7 versus
12.4 months

1.12 (0.74–1.69)

19.4
versus
25.7

Second-third line
NCT02399371
[126]

65 Pembrolizumab 22% 4.1 11.5 months NA

QUISPEL-JANSSEN
[130]

34 Nivolumab 24% 3.6 NR 29

MERIT [127] 34 Nivolumab 29% 6.1 17.3 months 47
⩾ Second line
KEYNOTE-028
[131]

25 Pembrolizumab 20% 5.4 18 months 20

JAVELIN Solid
Tumor [132]

53 Avelumab 9.4% 3.9 NR 9

INITIATE [133] 34 Nivolumab
+Ipilimumab

29% 6.2 NR 38

IFCT-1501
MAPS2 [134,
135]

62
63

Nivolumab
Nivolumab
+Ipilimumab

18.5%
25.9%

4
5.6

11.9 months
15.9 months

15
26

N: number of patients; ORR: objective response rate; PFS: progression-free survival; HR: hazard ratio; 95%
CI: 95% confidence interval; OS: overall survival; AE: adverse events; CT: chemotherapy; NR: not reported.
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TABLE 6 Outcomes in mesothelioma studies with immune checkpoint inhibitors, according to PD-L1 status

Study Phase Setting Treatment Total
pts

PD-L1
evaluated pts

PD-L1 IHC
clone

PD-L1
status

ORR according to
PD-L1 status

DCR/clinical benefit
according to PD-L1

status

mPFS according to PD-L1 status
(months)

mOS according to PD-L1 status
(months)

NCT02399371 [126] II 2nd/3rd
line

Pembrolizumab 64 62 22C3 <1% 28 7% p=0.021 NA 2.8 p=0.034 9.9 p=0.50
1–49% 20 25% NA 4.1 10
⩾50% 14 43% NA 4.9 12.5

Quispel-Janssen
[130]

II 2nd/3rd
line

Nivolumab 34 33 28–8 <1% 24 21% NA 33% p=0.43 NA NA NA NA
⩾1% 9 44% 55% NA NA

MERIT [127] II 2nd/3rd
line

Nivolumab 34 32 28–8 <1% 12 8% NA NA NA ∼3 HR 0.725 (0.316–1.668)
p=0.4490

∼12 HR 0.542 (0.208–1.415)
p=0.2021⩾1% 20 40% ∼8 ∼17

Dutch EAP [136] Restrospective
analysis

⩾2nd
line

Nivolumab 107 33 SP263 or
22C3

<1% 22 9% OR 1.31 (1.00–
1.72)
p=0.05

36% NA ∼3 HR 0.52 (0.23–1.20)
p=0.12

∼6 HR 0.67 (0.27–1.64)
p=0.39⩾1% 11 36% 54% ∼4.5 ∼6

JAVELIN
Solid Tumor [132]

Ib ⩾2nd
line

Avelumab 53 43 Dako 73–
10

<1% 21 10% p=1.0 NA NA 1.6
(1.4–6.8)

HR 0.68 (0.34–1.36) 7.5 (3.8–21.0) HR 0.56 (0.26–1.23)

⩾1% 22 14% 5.3
(1.4–12.0)

20.2 (6.1–NE)

<5% 27 7% p=0.34 1.7
(1.4–8.3)

HR 0.64 (0.30–1.34) 10.2 (3.8–
21.0)

HR 0.62 (0.27–1.42)

⩾ 5% 16 19% 5.3
(1.4–17.8)

20.2 (4.9–NE)

INITIATE [133] II ⩾2nd
line

Nivolumab
+ipilimumab

34 34 22C3 <1% 19 16% p=0.018 32% p=0.037 4 HR 0.39 (0.17–0.94) ∼10 HR 0.16 (0.04–0.73)
⩾1% 15 47% 73% ∼11 NR
⩾50% 5 NA 80% NA NA

IFCT-1501 MAPS2
[134, 135]

II ⩾2nd
line

Nivolumab 125 99# 28–8/
SP-263

<1% 58 12.1% p=0.002 41.4% p=0.23 NA NA NA NA
⩾1% 41 39% 57.3%

Nivolumab
+ipilimumab

<25% 92 16.6% p=0.007 43.5% p=0.047
⩾25% 7 71.4% 85.7%

NIBIT-MESO-1 [129] II 1st/2nd
line

Durvalumab
+tremelimumab

40 38 SP263 <1% 18 22% nonsignificant
p-values

50% nonsignificant
p-values

5.2
(4.5–5.8)

nonsignificant
p-values

1-year
OS rate

42% nonsignificant
p-values

⩾1% 20 35% 75% 11.7
(6.9–16.5)

66%

⩾5% 17 35% 71% 8.5
(7.7–9.1)

59%

⩾10% 11 27% 73% 8.5
(7.5–9.4)

55%

⩾25% 7 43% 86% 8.5
(8.2–8.7)

62%

⩾50% 4 25% 75% 11.7 (8.9–
14.5)

66%

Continued
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TABLE 6 Continued

Study Phase Setting Treatment Total
pts

PD-L1
evaluated pts

PD-L1 IHC
clone

PD-L1
status

ORR according to
PD-L1 status

DCR/clinical benefit
according to PD-L1

status

mPFS according to PD-L1 status
(months)

mOS according to PD-L1 status
(months)

PROMISE-meso [104] III 2nd line Pembrolizumab 73 67 SP263 <1% 36 NA NA NA NA 3.7
(2.1–4.2)

See the text for
HR between

treatment arms

9.2 (6.0–19.2) See the text for
HR between

treatment arms⩾1% 31 4.1
(1.9–4.3)

13.8 (7.5-NE)

Gemcitabline/
vinorelbine

71 62 <1% 30 3.4
(2.0–4.3)

9.5 (5.6–13.8)

⩾1% 32 2.5
(2.1–6.4)

15.3 (6.4-NE)

DREAM [105] II 1st line Durvalumab+Cisplatin
+Pemetrexed

54 51 SP263 <1% 24 NA NA NA NA 6.3
(5.3–10.4)

Non apparent
differences

NA NA

⩾1% 27 6.6
(5.5–9.0)

PrE0505 [106] II 1st line Durvalumab+Cisplatin
+Pemetrexed

55 41 E1L3N <1% 19 NA NA NA NA NA NA 19.6 p=0.97
1–49% 10 20.8
⩾50% 12 18.7

CheckMate 743 [7] III 1st line Nivolumab
+ipilimumab

303 289 28–8 <1% 58 NA NA NA NA NA NA 17.3
(10.1–24.3)

See the text for
HR between

treatment arms⩾1% 231 18 (16.8–21.5)
Platinum salt
+pemetrexed

302 297 <1% 77 16.5
(13.4–20.5)

⩾1% 220 13.3
(11.6–15.4)

Pts: Patients; IHC: Immunohistochemistry; ORR: Objective response rate; DCR: Disease-control rate; mPFS: Median progression-free survival; mOS: Median overall survival; NA: Not available; HR:
Hazard ratio; NE: Not estimable; NR: Not reached. #: Results are reported with regard to PD-L1 evaluation with 28.8 clone. Data between parenthesis indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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advanced disease with no standard second-line treatment [137]. In TET, PD-L1 expression has been
reported from 36% to 75% of TC [138–140], however, the prognosis and predictive value of PD-L1
expression remains controversial. In TC, the staining pattern showed high PD-L1 concordance among four
assays with different antibodies (SP142, SP263, 22C3, and 28–8) [141]. This evidence prompted
evaluation of the role of immunotherapy in TET, mainly in TC, as autoimmune disorders are uncommon in
TC patents (table 7) [142–145]. In this subset of thoracic malignancies, ICI reported a RR of 20%, median
PFS of 4 months, with a correlation between PD-L1 expression and efficacy [142, 143].

Conclusions
The immune background of thoracic malignancies is the basis for the therapeutic success of ICIs therapies.
These latter have become the standard of care in NSCLC and SCLC, while their role in MPM and TET
will hopefully be defined. The magnitude of clinical benefit observed in NSCLC since the introduction of
ICI strategy is thus far unparalleled, as they have become the new standard backbone for the first-line
treatment of advanced disease, and have showed their impact in earlier stages. In other thoracic tumours,
evidence thus far available sustains the role of ICIs therapies in a subset of patients.

PD-L1 and to a lower extent TMB are useful, albeit non-perfect, biomarkers to address treatment options
in NSCLC, while no biological-clinical element can suggest thus far who are the patients more suitable to
derive benefit from ICI administration in SCLC and TET. In MPM, very recent evidence will likely change
the standard of care in the setting of non-epithelioid malignancies, as double PD-1/CTLA-4 blockade
performs far better than chemotherapy.

The better understanding of the immune context of thoracic tumours is expected to shed light on additional
biomarkers to be adopted in the clinical practice, as well to help the recognition of novel therapeutic
targets and strategies.

Provenance: Commissioned article, peer reviewed.
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TABLE 7 Activity, efficacy and toxicity outcomes reported in trials evaluating immune checkpoint inhibitors in
thymic epithelial tumours

First author
[ref.]

Phase Treatment n RR/ DCR
(%)

PFS
months

OS months irAEs grade
⩾3 (%)

GIACCONE [142] II Pembrolizumab 40
TC

23/76 4.2 24.9. (4-year OS:
30%)

15

CHO [143] II Pembrolizumab 26
TC

19/73 6.1 14.5 15.4

7 T 29/100 NR 71.4
KATSUYA [145] II Nivolumab 13

TC
0/38 3.8 Nt R 15

HEERY [144] I Avelumab 7 T
1 TC

5 50/Nt R Nt R 68

T: Thymoma; TC: Thymic carcinoma; DCR: disease-control rate; PFS: progression-free survival; OS: overall
survival; ir-AE: immune related adverse events; NR: not reached; Nt R: not reported. Note: In GIACCONE et al. trial,
CT-scans were performed every 6 weeks, whereas in CHO et al. trial every 9 weeks.
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